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Flying Ship Technologies Partners with ZEBOX on Green Logistics Solutions 
 
Leesburg, Va. – Flying Ship Technologies, Corp. is excited to announce it has partnered with 
ZEBOX, a global accelerator network of entrepreneurs, industry leaders and ecosystem experts 
focused on supply chain innovation. Initiated by Rodolphe Saadé, Chairman and CEO of the CMA 
CGM Group, ZEBOX bridges the gap between startups and large companies to help them innovate 
together and foster new solutions to shape the supply chain of the future. 
 
“Flying Ship Technologies shares the ZEBOX vision and is thrilled to partner with them to 
revolutionize maritime shipping and improve global supply chains,” said Flying Ship 
Technologies Founder and CEO, Bill Peterson. “Our environmentally friendly, autonomous 
ground effect vessels align directly with their top focus areas of operational efficiency and 
decarbonization. Flying Ships will be able to expand to previously unavailable markets through 
this collaboration with global leaders in logistics and transportation. We look forward to working 
with them.” 
 
“ZEBOX' mission is to source the most innovative early-stage technologies throughout the global 
supply chain and find opportunities for the deployment of those technologies within our world 
class corporate partner base,” said Charley Dehoney, VP of ZEBOX America. “I have been in touch 
with the Flying Ship Company for nearly two years and have tracked the development of their 
product and business. After achieving significant traction and meeting key viability milestones, 
ZEBOX is thrilled to partner with the team at Flying Ship Co. to further their progress towards 
enabling unmanned, autonomous ground effect delivery at a global scale.” 
 
“Their solution is critically important for humanitarian and disaster relief efforts as well as 
reaching emerging economies more quickly and cost-effectively,” Dehoney continued. “Our 
corporate partners and their customers will benefit greatly by having access to Flying Ship's 
technology and we look forward to enabling the further commercialization of this 
groundbreaking technology.”  
 
About Flying Ship Technologies, Corp. 
Flying Ship Technologies, Corp. has developed autonomous ground effect vessels that travel just over 
the water to provide fast, cost-effective delivery of time-critical, price-sensitive goods. Ten times 
faster than boats and one-quarter of the cost to maintain and operate compared to planes, Flying 
Ships operate to tens of thousands of additional coastal access points and are dramatically cleaner for 
the environment. For more information, please visit: https://flyingship.co/. 
 
About ZEBOX 
ZEBOX propels innovation through its global accelerator network. Founded in 2018 by Rodolphe 
Saadé, Chairman and CEO of the CMA CGM Group, a global player in sea, land, air and logistics 
solutions and now supported by 16 industry leaders, ZEBOX's impact spans across a wide range of 
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industries involved in supply chain innovation, with a particular emphasis on transportation, 
logistics, energy, and other related areas. 
 
ZEBOX prioritizes meaningful connections between entrepreneurs and established corporations, 
maximizing the potential of new technologies from AI to robotics in order to hasten digitalization, 
automation, and sustainability. 
 
To learn more about ZEBOX and its programs, visit https://www.ze-box.io/ 
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